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Triangle Insights Group Announces New Partner Hiring

Premier life sciences consulting firm expands its leadership team

DURHAM, N.C. (PRWEB) November 18, 2020 -- Triangle Insights Group, a premier life science consulting
firm, has announced that Rob Albarano has joined the firm as a Partner.

Rob has 20+ years of consulting experience and advises clients on a range of commercial issues, including
pricing and market access, growth strategy, and transaction support. Rob has experience working across a wide
range of therapeutic areas at both large pharmaceutical companies and emerging biotechnology firms. Prior to
joining Triangle Insights, Rob was a partner at L.E.K. Consulting and a Senior Principal at IQVIA.

Rob has a Master of Business Administration from The University of Chicago Booth School of Business.

Rob, currently based in New York, will be a critical component of Triangle Insights’ continued growth in the
Northeast.

“We are thrilled to have Rob join Triangle Insights. His breadth and depth of knowledge in life science
commercial strategy, particularly in market access, will strengthen our service offerings in those domains,” said
Barrett Rankin, one of the firm’s partners. “Rob will be integral to increasing our presence in the Philadelphia –
New York – Boston corridor.”

For more information about Triangle Insights Group, visit http://www.triangleinsights.com or call (919) 813-
6100.

Triangle Insights also maintains an active presence on LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/company/triangle-
insights-group-llc/

About Triangle Insights Group

Triangle Insights Group, LLC is a strategy consulting firm providing guidance on the most critical business
issues to leaders in life sciences organizations. The firm’s approach combines a deep knowledge of the industry
across therapeutic areas and functional groups, with a dedication to creativity and disciplined critical thinking.
Recommendations from Triangle Insights Group are original, relevant to the industry environment, and
supported by rigorous analytics. Clients of Triangle Insights Group include large pharmaceutical companies,
emerging biotechnology firms, diagnostic manufacturers, medical device companies, and private equity
investors.

Senior leadership includes Ben Bonifant, Chris Apolito, Barrett Rankin, Gautam Aggarwal, Rob Albarano,
Ryan Coe, and Megan Thomas.
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Contact Information
Vaibhav Shrishail
Triangle Insights Group
http://https://triangleinsightsgroup.com/
+1 (704) 858-5172

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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